String theory, if it describes nature, is probably strongly coupled. In light of recent developments in string duality, this means that the "real world" should correspond to a region of the classical moduli space which admits no weak coupling description. We exhibit, in the heterotic string, one such region of the moduli space, in which the coupling, λ, is large and the "compactification radius" scales as λ 1/3 . We discuss some of the issues raised by the conjecture that the true vacuum lies in such a region. These include the question of coupling constant unification, and more generally the problem of what quantities one might hope to calculate and compare with experiment in such a picture.
Introduction
There is now compelling evidence for a variety of dualitites between different string theories [1] . Strongly coupled regions of one string theory are typically equivalent to weakly coupled regions of another, and are thus solvable. While it may be somewhat premature, it is natural to ask: what implications might these observations have for the real world.
Perhaps the most interesting possibility along these lines is a conjecture by Witten concerning the cosmological constant problem [2] . But there are other problems generic to any string phenomenology which one might also hope to address. One of these is the problem of strong coupling [3] . String theory, if it describes nature, is almost certainly strongly coupled, since at weak coupling, one has runaway behavior for the dilaton. Duality does not, by itself, help with this problem. For if a region of strong coupling is equivalent to a region of weak coupling in some other theory, then it will suffer from the same sort of instability.
Indeed, what this suggests is that we should determine the regions in the string moduli space which are truly strongly coupled, i.e. which do not admit any perturbative description at all.
A second question in string phenomenology is the size of any internal space, or the compactification radius, R. While in the minimal supersymmetric standard model, unification of couplings occurs at a scale well below M p , it is often said that the compactification scale must be comparable to the string scale [4, 5] . But the argument for this is based on requiring that the string coupling should be weak. If the coupling is indeed strong, one might imagine that the radius could be very large. Previous works have ignored this possibility [6] , for a variety of reasons. Now that we know more of these dualities, it should be possible to explore this issue with greater precision.
In light of these two issues, it is natural to ask: what are the regions of the string moduli space which are truly strongly coupled? One might imagine that the answer would be: string coupling of order one and string radius of order one. But, as we shall see, there is a larger region, in which, for example in the heterotic description, the couplings becomes large, and the radius becomes large with a certain power of the coupling. We will not attempt, here, to completely map out the strongly coupled regime of the moduli space. This would be a quite involved problem, and is not really possible in any case, given the current state of our knowledge. Rather, our goal will be to show that a regime of strong coupling and large radius exists.
What are the implications of this observation? After all, if no weak coupling methods are available, one might despair of ever being able to say anything. If the theory is strongly coupled it is not even clear what one means by R to start with. In theories with N = 4 supersymmetry, the radius is related to the mass of a set of BPS states, and so has a well-defined meaning, even at strong coupling. Moreover, the possible non-perturbative dynamics in such theories are highly restricted by supersymmetry. There can be no potential, for example.
In theories with N = 1 supersymmetry, the situation is more complicated. The states at weak coupling with masses of order 1/R are not stable, and it is not clear that they will correspond to any particular states at strong coupling. It is plausible that there should be states with masses well below M p , but this is only a guess. On a more positive note, as explained in ref. 6 , if the four dimensional coupling is not too large (in the sense that 8π 2 /g 2 is large), then even N = 1 supersymmetry permits one to make a number of statements about the theory.
1. Because of the 2π periodicity of the axion, stringy non-perturbative effects in the superpotential and the gauge coupling function are small. The light spectrum is the same as at weak coupling, and the theory is approximately supersymmetric, up to small effects (such as gluino condensation) which can be seen in the low energy theory.
2. Many important phenomena are controlled by inherently stringy effects, which should receive large corrections at strong coupling. These are effects which are controlled by the Kahler potential, and include: stabilization of the dilaton and other moduli (if it occurs) and the sizes of the soft breaking terms.
In ref. 6 , it was assumed that he radius was of order the string scale; this was in part because of the authors' belief that with fixed four dimensional coupling, large radius would correspond, by some sort of duality, to weak coupling and runaway behavior. The observations of the present work suggest that the radius could be significantly larger, and the coupling still strong. We will not be able to offer any real explanation of why the coupling and radius take the values they do. Rather, we can only observe that this is compatible with our current understanding of string theory.
In the next section, we review the duality relations for the different theories of interest, and discuss the criteria for strong coupling. In the third section we turn to the problem of finding regions of strong coupling. We will focus principally on theories in four dimensions with N = 4 supersymmetry. We will see that if one takes the ten-dimensional gauge coupling and the radius of the heterotic string large but such that the four dimensional coupling is fixed and of order one, perturbation theory is not applicable to any of the dual descriptions. The concluding section contains some speculations. We will conjecture that similar results hold for N = 1 theories. This is not an easy question to settle, since, as we have just noted, the meaning of the "compactification radius" of the strongly coupled theory is not clear. But there are other issues one must face as well. Unification of couplings suggests that the gauge couplings at the high scale are small, and our discussion above suggests that this is an essential ingredient in any successful supersymmetry phenomenology. But we will see that if the four dimensional coupling is very weak, perturbation theory is valid in the Type I description of the theory (though not the Type II description). So, as in ref. 6 , we must assume that string perturbation theory is already not viable for values of the gauge couplings of the sort observed in nature. As argued there, this is plausible, but, with the present state of our knowledge, it is certainly a strong assumption. Similar issues arise with the size of the compactification radius. At very large radius, one might guess that any potential (even at strong coupling) should vanish, e.g. due to ten dimensional supersymmetry. We do not know how to argue this rigorously, but suspect that the problem of understanding why the radius is large is similar to that of understanding why the four dimensional coupling is small. Indeed, it is tempting to conjecture that this is another consequence of string-string duality.
Review of the Duality Relations
Matching of the low energy effective actions between different string theories requires coupling-dependent rescalings of the metric, and thus a rescaling of lengths [7] . Simply considering the form of the world-sheet string action,
one sees that an overall rescaling of the metric is equivalent to a rescaling of the string tension (with lengths such as the compactification scale held fixed). Stated in this way, the duality mapping between the heterotic theory and the Type I theory takes the form:
The argument can easily be made directly for the low energy effective action as well. Including the factors of the string tension, but ignoring constants of order one, the heterotic action takes the form:
while on the type I side one has:
The mapping of eqn. (2.2) again takes one theory into the other.
Similar rescalings work for the heterotic-Type II case. (We will consistently use unprimed variables for the heterotic string, singly primed variables for the Type I string, and doubly primed variables for the Type II string). Writing the six dimensional effective action for the heterotic theory compactified on T 4 , we have:
where we have explicitly included a factor of the four dimensional volume, and e 2ψ = e 2φ /(vT 2 ). The Type II side is somewhat more complicated, since we need to compactify on K 3 . It is simplest to work in the limit where K 3 can be described as a Z 2 orbifold. In this limit, the gauge bosons appearing in the effective action come from different sectors, and their kinetic terms have non-trivial dependence on the moduli. However, for the sixteen gauge bosons which arise from twisted sectors, there are no factors of the volume or the moduli, and one has:
and e 2ψ′′ = e 2φ′′ /(vT ′′2 ). Now the lagrangians map into one another if
To see that this works in detail, it is necessary to understand how the radii on the heterotic and Type II sides map into each other. The general problem has been discussed by Aspinwall [8] . Polchinski [9] has given a very explicit mapping the case of the Z 2 orbifold (a special case of K 3 ). Taking, on each side, the underlying tori to be products of circles, and calling the radii on the heterotic side, R 1 , R
The inverse transformation is
It is easy to check that the various terms in the effective action now map correctly into one another. For example, consider the gauge boson kinetic terms. On the heterotic side, at a generic point in the moduli space, there are sixteen gauge bosons in the Cartan subalgebra of E 8 × E 8 . Their kinetic terms appear in the lagrangian with coefficients T e −2ψ . On the Type II side, the orbifold possesses sixteen fixed points. One gauge boson appears at each fixed point. The kinetic term is independent of the coupling (these are Ramond-Ramond fields) and of the radii (since they sit at the fixed points), and so their coefficients are T ′′ , and, by virtue of equation (2.7), they map simply into each other. Consider, next, the gauge bosons which arise from untwisted sectors on the Type II side. Their kinetic terms can be determined by dimensional reduction from ten dimensions. Six gauge bosons arise from the three index antisymmetric tensor, A µIJ , with two indices in the internal space. If, say, I = 1, J = 2, the kinetic term is proportional to v ′′ , the volume on the Type II side, and g 11 g 22 , or T ′′ r 3 r 4 /r 1 r 2 = R −2 1 T ′′ /T . This is the form of the kinetic term for the gauge field arising from the antisymmetric tensor B µ 4 on the heterotic side. Proceeding in this way, one can identify the mapping of the other seven gauge bosons. The factors of T and T ′′ are crucial in getting all of this to work.
In order to determine the regions of strong coupling, it is necessary to understand what is the perturbative expansion parameter in each theory. We first proceed in a very simple-minded way. Suppose that all but d dimensions have been compactified on tori of radius R. In the d dimensional theory, loop amplitudes will involve
where the sum is over momentum modes. Changing the sum to an integral, one obtains, approximately,
The first factor is just the ten dimensional coupling constant, in units of the string tension.
If some of the radii are small, the criterion is different and can be determined from T -duality. Suppose R 1 . . . R a are small. Perform a duality transformation (R → 1 R ) on each of these. The d dimensional coupling constant is unchanged by this transformation, so the ten-dimensional coupling must transform as
So validity of perturbation theory requires that
should be small.
This criterion is correct for the Type II and heterotic theories, but there are subtleties in the Type I case [10] . The problem arises in the case that one dimension is much smaller than the others. Then there are tadpoles for odd integer winding states. These leads to an extra factor of 1/(R 2 T ′ ) in each order. This factor is crucial in avoiding paradoxes in dualities [10] . If several dimensions are small and of comparable size, this effect is not important [10] .
Strong Coupling
The simplest approach to the problem of finding regions of strong coupling is to start with the heterotic string, and suppose that six dimensions are compact, and of comparable size. We will denote these by R. We will denote the heterotic string coupling by e φ , and the string tension by T . We will suppose that R scales with the coupling as R = e αφ .
(Here and in what follows, if not indicated otherwise, we will work in units of the heterotic string tension, T .) If R 2 T > 1 (corresponding to α > 0), then strong coupling certainly requires e φ ≫ 1. The case R 2 T < 1 can be dealt with using R → 1/R-duality.
First consider the implications of S duality. Under S duality, the coupling, e 2φ , transforms into
and so is strong provided α > 1/6.
The first question to ask is whether the radius on the Type I side is large or small. From eqn. (2.2),
so α > 1/2 corresponds to large radius, and the coupling is necessarily weak. If α < 1/2, the radius is small, and the condition for the validity of perturbation theory is now that
Using the relation between T and T ′ , this says that α ≤ 1 3 . Let us turn now to the duality to the Type II theory. To make the discussion simple, we will take the K 3 theory at the orbifold point. Note, first, from eqn.(2.9), we have
and
Thus r 2 1 T ′′ ≫ 1, while r 2 i ≈ 1. We can determine the coupling on the Type II side by using the relations: e 2ψ ′′ = e −2ψ , so
This is strong if α ≥ 1/3. So the theory is strongly coupled on all three sides if (and only if) α = 1/3. α = 1/3 is a particularly interesting case. On the heterotic side, it corresponds to taking the radius and coupling constant large, while holding the four dimensional coupling fixed and of order one. What we have just learned is that in this limit, the expansion parameters of both the Type I and Type II theories are of order one. In practice, as we have remarked in the introduction, one would like the four dimensional coupling to be somewhat small. Being slightly more careful, one finds that in this case the Type II expansion parameter is of order g −4/3 4 , but the Type I expansion parameter is of order g 4 4 . So if string theory describes the real world, we must suppose that the Type I perturbation theory is already not valid for couplings which, from our field theory experience, seem rather small. Some arguments for this possibility were advanced in ref. 6 . Finally, one might ask if there is anything further which can be learned from the eleven dimensional theory.
⋆ In particular, since the heterotic radius and coupling are large, one might imagine that this corresponds to flat eleven dimensions. However, if ℓ 11 is the eleven dimensional Planck length, then
So, while the radius of the eleventh dimension is large, the other ten dimensions satisfy R 2 ℓ 2
11
= e 2φ/3 ℓ 11 R 11 ∼ 1 (3.9)
i.e. in Planck units, the radii are of order one. Note that if the four dimensional coupling is small, in the sense described above, then the 11 dimensional radius is large (just as the coupling is weak in this case in the Type I theory).
One disturbing feature of this analysis is that there do seem to be regions of weak coupling in the Type II theory which are mapped to weak coupling in Type I. As an example, consider compactifications to six dimensions, where we compactify the Type II theory on the (orbifold) K 3 . Suppose that the type II radii scale as Then if φ ′′ < 0 (weak coupling), α < 0 and β > 0 (corresponding to three small and one large radius on the Type II side) one finds that in the Type I description, all of the radii are small, and that R 4 is much smaller than the other three. Using the criterion of ref. 10, the theory is nominally weakly coupled if |α| > 2 − 3β. We suspect that in this case, the condition for the validity of perturbation theory is even stronger. This question is currently under study.
⋆ We thank E. Witten for raising this issue.
Conclusions
We have seen that at least in theories with N = 4 supersymmetry, one can take the coupling large and scale R ∼ g α in such a way that the theory is truly strongly coupled. We would like to ask whether such results apply to N = 1 theories. Niavely, one might expect that they would, for example, in dual pairs obtained by orbifolds of higher N theories [11] . On the other hand, while naively the scaling relations we have used above should hold, it is not clear what they mean in this case. In particular, the momentum (or winding) states are not BPS states in these theories, and their masses would be expected to receive large corrections. Still, we believe that the observations of the previous suggestions make it plausible that the fundamental string coupling can be large, while the lowest string thresholds can be below the Planck scale and the four dimensional coupling can be of order one.
Let us suppose that these statements are true. Then we can ask whether this region of the moduli space could correspond to the true vacuum observed in nature (assuming string theory does describe nature). While this region would not be amenable to perturbative treatment, one might still worry that one could establish that the potential for the dilaton or other moduli tended to zero as the coupling and radius tended to infinity, so that there was still runaway behavior. For example, if the theory in this limit became flat, eleven dimensional space, then eleven dimensional supersymmetry would be enough to insure that there was not potential for the moduli in this limit. Hence there would be runaway behavior. However, we noted in the previous section that from the eleven dimensional perspective, ten of the radii are "Planckian" in this limit. Of course, in the limit considered here, the theory looks like a flat ten dimensional theory. The leading terms in this theory are determined by (ten-dimensional) supersymmetry, and do not include a potential. So any ten-dimensional potential, V 10 (R) must vanish as some power of the radius. On the other hand, in four dimensional Planck units, the four dimensional potential is given, naively, by
So this can be non-vanishing if V 10 does not vanish more rapidly than R 6 . We do not see at present how to establish such a strong bound on the potential in the strong coupling limit, so we do not believe one can rule out the possibility that the minimum lies at some large value of the radius. On the other hand, at weak coupling, gaugino condensation gives a potential which falls as 1/R 3 for fixed g 4 , and we suspect that one can argue for a similar falloff at strong coupling. If this is the case, it is necessary to suppose that this falloff sets in only for R ≫ M 10 p , the ten dimensional Planck mass. As weak support for this, it should be noted that RM 10 p ∼ e φ/12 in this limit, i.e. it grows only very slowly with φ. This discussion also has a flavor similar to that of ref. 6 , where it was argued that string perturbation theory might break down for smaller values of the coupling then expected from field theory (we invoked this earlier to argue that string perturbation theory might not be valid in the Type I description, where the expansion parameter is g 2 4 ). Indeed, one might imagine that these two situations are related by a stringstring duality exchanging S and R (T ).
If we suppose that these statements are true, then one can see the outlines of a string phenomenology. The superpotential and gauge coupling functions must be analytic functions of S = 8π 2 /g 2 4 . Moreover, at high scales they are expected to periodic functions of S with period 2π [6] . As a result, these functions are given exactly by their one loop values, up to exponentially small corrections. Moreover, the spectrum is the same as observed at weak coupling. Thus one can imagine starting with some four dimensional string model at weak coupling, and reliably extracting a set of predictions for the spectrum, some ratios of Yukawa couplings, and coupling unification. Any quantity which depended on the detailed values of the Kahler potential could not be calculated in such a scenario. Such quantities would presumably include the location of the minimum of the potential, the soft breaking masses (at least their contributions from high scale physics) and the cosmological constant. These would await methods for treating the problem of "truly strong coupling."
We close with one possibly amusing note. Many authors have speculated, for various reasons, that some internal radii might be very large, while the others are small. If one repeats the analysis of section 3, with D radii scaling as e αφ , while the four dimensional coupling is held fixed, one finds that this situation is always mapped to weak coupling if D < 6.
